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Exam March 13, 2015

JUSTIFY YOUR ANSWERS
Allowed material: calculator, material handed out in class and handwritten notes (your
handwriting ). NO BOOK IS ALLOWED

NOTE:
• The test consists of four questions for a total of 10 points plus a bonus problem worth 1.2 points.
• The score is computed by adding all the credits up to a maximum of 10

Exercise 1. [Coupon bond] Consider a coupon bond with face value F and maturity equal to N years,
paying a coupon C at the end of each year. The interest rate is r per year, continuously compounded.
(a) (0.5 pt.) Show that the price of such bond is
V = C

1 − e−rN
+ F e−rN .
er − 1

(b) (0.5 pt.) An investor purchases the bond but decides to sell it immediately after having received the
k-th coupon. Find the selling price.
Exercise 2. [Martingales super- and sub-martingales] An biased coin having probability p of showing heads is repeatedly tossed. Let (Fn ) be the filtration of the binary model, in which Fn are the events
determined by the first n tosses. A stochastic process (Xj ) is defined such that

2 if j-th toss results in head
for j = 1, 2, . . .
Xj =
−1 if j-th toss results in tail
In turns, this process defines a “random walk"
Y0 = 0
n
X
Yn =
Xj

j≥1.

j=1

(a) Determine for what values of p the process (Yn )n≥0 is
-i- (0.5 pt.) a martingale adapted to the filtration (Fn ),
-ii- (0.5 pt.) a sub-martingale adapted to the filtration (Fn ),
-iii- (0.5 pt.) a super-martingale adapted to the filtration (Fn ).
(b) (0.7 pt.) Show that the process (Yn )n≥0 is Markovian for all values of p.
(c) (0.5 pt.) Prove that the process (Yn4 )n≥0 is a sub-martingale if so is the process (Yn )n≥0 and Yn ≥ 0.
(Turn over, please)
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Exercise 3. [Filtrations and (non-)stopping times] Consider the ternary version of the two-period
binary scenario discussed in class. This corresponds to the sample space Ω = (ω1 , ω2 ) : ωi ∈ {1, 2, 3}
with the filtration F0 , F1 , F2 , where F0 is formed only by the empty set and Ω, F1 formed by all events
depending only on the first number, and F2 all events in Ω. Let τi : Ω → {0, 1, 2, ∞} be the functions
defined by the following table:
ω1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

ω2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

τ1
∞
2
∞
1
1
1
∞
2
∞

τ2
∞
2
∞
1
2
1
∞
2
∞

(a) (0.7 pt.) Show that τ1 is a stopping time.
(b) (0.7 pt.) Show that τ2 is not a stopping time.
Exercise 4. [European vs American options] A stock whose present value is S0 = 4 evolves following
a binomial model with u = 1.5 and d = 1/2; both possibilities having equal probability. The interest rate
for each period is 5%.
(a) (0.4 pt.) Determine the risk-neutral probability for three periods.
(b) A European call option is established for 3 periods with strike value K = S0 . The final payoff of
such an option depends on the maximum price of the stock in the last two periods:
V3 = max{S2 , S3 } − S0

+

.

Determine
-i- (0.7 pt.) The fair price of the option.
-ii- (0.7 pt.) The hedging strategy for the seller.
(c) As an alternative, the financial institution offers the American version of the option, namely an
option with intrinsic payoff
G0 = 0
Gn = max{Sn−1 , Sn } − S0

, n = 1, 2, 3 .

Determine
-i- (0.7 pt.) The fair price of the option.
-ii- (0.7 pt.) The hedging strategy for the seller.
-iii- (0.7 pt.) The optimal exercise times for the buyer.
(d) (0.5 pt.) One of the criteria to decide which option is more convenient is to compare the expected
net market payoff for each option. That is, the market average of the payoff (at the optimal times)
minus the initial payment, with all values translated to the end of the 3rd period. Which of the
options would you recommend on the basis of this criterion?
(e) (0.5 pt.) A theorem was discussed in class proving that the optimal exercise time for some American
call options is at the last period or never, so they end up being no different than the European
version. Explain why this theorem does not apply to the option in part (c).
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Bonus problem

Bonus . [Black-Scholes-Merton market] The BSM market with volatility rate σ is a log-normal market
with distribution
√
2
S(t) = S(0) e[µ−(σ /2)] t+σ t Y
where Y is a standard normal random variable (normal variable with mean 0 and variance 1).
(a) (0.7 pt.) Prove that

E S(t) = S(0) eµt .
(b) (0.5 pt.) Show that µ is the expected instantaneous rate of return, that is, show
1  S(t) − S(0) 
.
µ = lim E
t→0 t
S(0)
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